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Warren and Schwarz 
 

 

Chapter One: morality, ethics, moral claims, value claims, prescriptive claims, normative claims, 

descriptive claims, claims of etiquette, prudential claims, legal claims, four properties of moral claims: 

(normative, true, universalizable, overriding) 

 

Chapter Two: values, fundamental and instrumental values, intrinsic value, ends/means distinction, 

ethical theory, virtues, hedonism and rationalism 

 

Chapter Three: personal autonomy, independence conditions, competency conditions, authenticity 

conditions, external constraints, inner compulsions, three criteria for competence in rational deliberation, 

moral incompetent, moral responsibility, moral deference, paternalism, moral agent, moral agency, levels 

of moral agency: (independent choice, competent choice, authentic choice), value-free autonomy, value-

guided autonomy 

 

Chapter Four: meta-ethics, objective statements, purely subjective statements, moral standard, 

objectivism, cultural (popular) relativism, ethical subjectivism, argument against subjectivism, reasons for 

cultural relativism, arguments against relativism: (horrific evils objection, reformer objection, moral 

progress objection, social groups objection), argument that tolerance requires relativism, argument that 

relativism cannot endorse tolerance for all people in all societies without accepting a version of 

objectivism, argument that there is no conflict between objectivism and tolerance, pluralistic relativism 

 

Warren:  what Warren finds problematic with Thomson, the basic argument against abortion and 

Warren’s criticism of it, equivocation, moral sense and genetic sense of “human being”, five criteria of 

personhood, consciousness, reasoning, self-motivated activity, communication, self-awareness, what 

Warren means by each of these, claim that fetus lacks all of these and Warren’s conclusion, argument 

from resemblance, Warren’s response, argument from potentiality, space explorer analogy and what it 

shows, the problem of infanticide and Warren’s response 

 

Schwarz:  being a person, functioning as a person, analogy with a sleeping person, possible objections to 

this analogy and Schwarz’s responses, example of two children in comas and what it is supposed to show, 

present immediate capacity, basic inherent capacity, examples of people A through F and what Schwarz 

argues based upon them,  Schwarz’s view of 1) drawing lines, 2) agnostic position, 3) gradualist position, 

4) potential personhood 

 


